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OBJECTIVES

       Raise participants' awareness and understanding of the state-of-the-art of social 

inclusion in other countries, offering them the opportunity to build networks of 

international contacts 

      Share knowledge and gain useful skills, helpful for the daily work with young people 

 with fewer opportunities in order to transfer practices who can boost young people's 

participation and develop their identity and sense of initiative in their communities; 

      Obtain youth workers with a chance for confrontation, sharing of best practices and 

personal development, with a specific focus on identifying effective artistic methods for 

reaching and including disadvantaged youth from their communities; 

Methodologies 

The activities are based on teamwork and learning by doing, through the tools that art 

provides. Participants will have the chance to share and get deeper into the topic of social 

inclusion, discussing practices and experiencing different methods which can be applied for 

several target groups of young people at risk of marginalization. 

Interaction, contribution and participation will be key element for a good outcome of the 

training. 

These would be enhanced by applying the principles of non formal education with active 

involvement of the participants such as team building, round table, open spaces, SALTO- 

youth activities, theatre methods, teamwork, study visit. 
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WHERE?

Zaragoza is the capital city of the Zaragoza province and of the autonomous community of 

Aragon, Spain. It lies by the Ebro river and its tributaries, the Huerva and the Gállego, 

roughly in the center of both Aragon and the Ebro basin. 

The city is famous for its folklore, local gastronomy, and landmarks such as the Basílica del 

Pilar, La Seo Cathedral and the Aljafería Palace. Together with La Seo and the Aljafería, 

several other buildings form part of the Mudéjar Architecture of Aragon which is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. The Fiestas del Pilar are among the most celebrated festivals in Spain. 
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HOSTING

All the participants will be host in Hotel Horus Zaragoza located 10 minutes walking from 

the city center in rooms for 2, 3 or 4 PAX (divided by gender). Here you can find more 

information about the accomodation:  

http://www.hotelhoruszaragoza.com/. 

You will all have full-board in the hotel (breakfast, lunch & dinner) during the days of the 

project.  

If you arrive/leave one or two days before/after the project you will need to pay for the 

accomodation and food.  

If you have any question about the conditions, please don't hesitate to contact us - you 

have the contact at the end of this infopack.  
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STAFF

Marta Albújar is a Spanish journalist and a PhD researcher in communication 

and audiovisual arts. Her first contact with arts was at the age of 8, when 

she began to assist to theatre workshops and guitar lessons. At University, 

she widened her knowledge about aesthetics, composition and framing, 

especially in photography and audiovisual content. Moreover, she has 

worked in the fields of photojournalism, radio and television, in which she 

would especially be keen on social issues, such as homelessness, 

unemployment, migrations and youth within the European community. 

She has taken part in several Erasmus+ and EPTO projects, most of them 

concerning immigration, social inclusion and youth activeness at the local 

and international levels. 

Desiree Pelliccia is a youth worker, trainer and expert in European programs and 

management of youth projects.

https://www.salto youth.net/tools/toy/desiree pelliccia.3420/ 

Graduated in Psychology at University of Bologna, Master in European Project 

Management. She took part in several events and training organized by National 

Agencies, focusing on the increase of quality in youth projects and training 

methods. She has been working as freelance for different NGOs based in several 

EU countries for territorial development and management of youth projects, 

also contributing as trainer or facilitator. Her topics are related to arts for 

inclusion, pedagogy of the oppressed, mainly exploring non-formal education 

methods, focusing on social theatre techniques and media education. 
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STAFF

Iva Paic is a 23 year old student from Zagreb, Croatia. She has a bachelor 

degree in Public Administration and is currently starting a master degree in 

International relations and diplomacy. Due to high interest in various 

European projects she has participated in so far, Iva has decided to take a 

step forward in social inclusion matter by starting a degree she believes will 

teach her how to establish better inclusion of different people in 

communities. She has experience in youth integration and participation on 

an international level in many projects with topics related to youth 

development, youth entrepreneurship and inclusion through transnational 

youth initiatives. She chose to write a project about social inclusion related 

to the interest she shares with other people in every day life.
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TRAVEL
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PT
< 275€

HU
< 275€

HR
< 275€

RO
< 360€

SK
< 275€

PL
< 360€

IT
< 275€

GR
< 360€

BG
< 360€

PLEASE DON'T BUY THE TICKETS WITHOUT OUR APPROVAL 

All the costs are covered by the Erasmus+ programme, but for that to happen, don't forget 

your boarding pass and all of your travel tickets - you MUST present them later, in order to 

be reimbursed. 

Costs reimbursement limit corresponding to each country: 



TRAVEL
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Participants must arrive in Zaragoza on 20th of October and leave on 26th of October. If 

you want to stay longer, please propose us a different travel plan and wait for our 

approval. 

The closest airport is Zaragoza but you can also consider Barcelona or Madrid, as both have 

low-cost companies.  

Help for travel arrangement:  

According to Erasmus+, you should chose the cheapest option for your travel. You can 

always write us for advices. 

SKYSCANNER /    GOEURO

If you fly to Madrid or Barcelona, you have to take a train to Zaragoza, which will take less 

than 2h. 

For info about the trains & buses to get to Zaragoza, schedules and prices check here: 

RENFE  /    GOEURO

https://www.skyscanner.com/
https://www.goeuro.com/
http://www.renfe.com/EN/viajeros/index.html
https://www.goeuro.com/


REMEMBER
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PLEASE FILL IN THE APPLICATION FORM HERE:

WE WILL CREATE A GROUP FOR SITA´S 

PARTICPANTS! WAIT FOR IT! 

https://goo.gl/forms/Js9wrLengGhUmjdJ3
https://goo.gl/forms/Js9wrLengGhUmjdJ3


WHAT TO 
BRING?
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     - Do not forget to bring with you your own ID card and/or Passport and your European 

Health Card; 

     -  The weather is soft but Zaragoza is usually windy. Would be good to bring some warm 

clothes. Check the forecast before packing; 

     -  Please, bring also traditional food/drinks/costumes/music from your 

country/region/town for intercultural evenings; 

     -  It's necessary to bring flyers, pictures or any informative material of your 

organization, for the NGO fair. If your organization is not the partner of the project, please 

get in contact with them. 

     -  Feel free to present your NGOs in a creative or  an "artistic" way - you can bring your 

own pictures or maybe some drawings to present it. 

     -  It would be very useful if you could bring your laptop or tablet with you. 

     -  It will be also nice if you take your camera with you! 



FINALLY...
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Asociación  Mundus - Zaragoza 

Av. de la Autonomía  7 , 2º Planta 

50003 Zaragoza, Spain 

Phone: +34 622 177229 

Web: www.asociacionmundus.com 

MundusAsociacion 

Email: erasmus@asociacionmundus.com

LOOKING FORWARD 
TO MEET YOU ALL!

http://www.asociacionmundus.com/

